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The objective Scalable Knowledge Computing project was to enable reliable composition of information scalably from multiple autonomous sources. We enable interoperation among information sources by defining application-sensitive rules (articulation rules) that define precisely the correspondence among the terms used to describe the distinct resources, databases, knowledge-bases or information on the web. Anyone who needs information from multiple websites, since it is not available in one single site, is aware of the amount of effort required to perform the simplest of composition tasks. Our aim is to provide a system that makes reliable interoperation among information sources a reality.
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The objective Scalable Knowledge Computing project was to enable reliable composition of information scalably from multiple autonomous sources.

We enable interoperation among information sources by defining application-sensitive rules (articulation rules) that define precisely the correspondence among the terms used to describe the distinct resources, databases, knowledge-bases or information on the web. Anyone who needs information from multiple websites, since it is not available in one single site, is aware of the amount of effort required to perform the simplest of composition tasks. Our aim is to provide a system that makes reliable interoperation among information sources a reality.

1. We addressed the original HPKB challenge problems, as set out by DARPA in 1997. While we, as a small independent project could not compete in scale and speed, we demonstrated that our answers were factually better, because we could access and combine source information. For instance, to obtain answers about OPEC and security council membership we accessed www.OPEC.com and www.UN.org in addition to the CIA factbook and generated correct answers, whereas the projects that relied only in the CIA factbook provided answers that were wrong relative to the real-world status, since the factbook did not provide the needed temporal information to recognize the lack of overlap among these two conditions for several countries. It is obvious that going to the sources is always more reliable than relying on a secondary compilation, and SKC enables that strategy [JSV98].

2. Our system is based on an interoperation system proposed by Karp [Kar96]. We extended it to not only work using databases, but also using knowledge bases and other information sources. In Karp's system, each database comes with a schema which is saved in a Knowledge Base of Databases (KoD). Correspondingly, we assume that associated with each information source is an ontology. However, we do not require all ontologies to be saved in a central repository like the KoD [MWK00, MWD01].

3. In order to match terms based on their meanings we processed two dictionaries, Webster's (public) and Oxford English (licensed), to enable matching based on a semantic network created from the links implicit in the words listed and their definitions, a nexus. These networks exceed by an order of magnitude those that have been manually created, as Wordnet. Using the Nexus repository we can, for instance, match 'buyer' from a car-sales site with 'owner' from a car registration site, even though there is no hint in the spelling of these words that they refer to the same set of people. We have applied this technique to information available
about NATO-countries governmental structures. The terms here vary greatly, as prime-minister vs. president, parliament vs. congress, and the like. We achieved an automatic match of 70% of the terms that had been linked manually. This capability will be crucial in many business and military situations, for instance when ordering materiel, supplies, and services from multiple autonomous suppliers and internal warehouses [Jan00].

4. We enhanced the articulation generator that matches terms in ontologies to include other heuristics based on word similarity and ontology graph structure. A word-relator, using a corpus of documents related to the topics of discourse, generates a similarity measure based on the context in which words appear. Words appearing in similar contexts get a higher score. A structural similarity generator compares two ontology graphs and tries to match terms that appear in similar "neighborhoods" in two ontologies. A weighted average of the scores generated by the several articulation generation heuristic routines gives us a score on the basis of which terms in ontologies are matched. Experiments done on two catalogues obtained from different sources in the construction industry show that we achieved a match of 70-80% with very few false positives.

5. No automatic method can reliably generate precise and minimal articulations. The articulations generated automatically need to be verified by an expert familiar to the two domains and the application for which the articulation is being generated. We have built a simple GUI prototype that displays the two ontologies, their articulation and enables the expert to ratify the articulation. The expert's response is logged and used in future articulation generation.

6. Our articulations are small intersections of the base terminologies and ontologies and hence easy to maintain, even as our knowledge improves, base capabilities change, and applications become more demanding. We expect that these ontologies will be combined in many important applications. To serve that requirement we have developed an algebra over ontologies, which allows reliable and arbitrary combinations of base and derived ontologies, providing scalability without massiveness. The algebra is the formal basis for enabling query optimizations. We have identified the properties of the algebraic operators. Query optimization algorithms depend heavily upon these properties and enables us to scalably compose information without compromising reliability [MW01].
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